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Abstract 
 
Consumer shopping preferences has changed in today’s society. E-commerce is rapidly 
growing and the turnover for physical stores is effected negatively. A segment that has 
had an upswing in recent years is the warehouse and logistic property market. The 
change in consumer behavior requires property owners to adapt to the development in 
demand from their tenants. Furthermore, e-retailers must adapt to how they manage 
the warehouse and logistic operations. The thesis investigates the development of the 
warehouse and logistic property market and if e-commerce has an effect on the 
property segment.  
 
Results show a growth in rent levels, negative yield development and an increase in 
transaction price per square meter. This is further confirmed by interviews held during 
the thesis process. Interviews has been executed with three different segments; 
warehouse and logistic property owners, retail property owners as well as e-retailers. 
The development of yield and rent levels show an increase in demand within the 
warehouse and logistic property segment and the new developments illustrates the 
same for the supply. Furthermore, the transaction price suggests an increase in the 
interest for this property segment, compared to 10 years ago. Simultaneously, the e-
commerce is rapidly increasing and will expand even more in the future. 
 
The effect of e-commerce on the warehouse and logistic property market means new 
required solutions within the warehouse and logistic properties. Focus for the future is 
on flexibility, automation and other creative solutions. Furthermore, tenant fitting-out 
and new constructions within the segment is required. 
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Sammanfattning 

 
Konsumenters preferenser och köpvanor har förändrats vilket har genererat en ökad 
e-handel. Detta har i sin tur påverkat omsättningen för den fysiska handeln negativt. 
Samtidigt har fastighetssegmentet lager- och logistik haft en positiv utveckling de 
senaste åren. Förändringen i konsumentbeteende kräver att fastighetsägare anpassar 
sig till det ändrade behovet från deras hyresgäster. Dessutom, måste e-
handelsföretagen anpassa och ändra sin lager- och logistikhantering. Detta arbete 
undersöker utvecklingen på lager- och logistikfastighetsmarknaden samt om e-
handeln påverkat fastighetssegmentet. 
 
Resultat visar en tillväxt i hyresnivåer, negativ utveckling av avkastningskravet samt 
en ökning i pris per kvadratmeter. Vidare bekräftas detta även av de intervjuer som 
hölls under studien. Intervjuerna genomfördes inom tre olika segment; lager- och 
logistikfastighetsägare, fastighetsägare inom detaljhandel och slutligen e-
handelsföretag. Utvecklingen av hyresnivåer och avkastningskrav uppvisar en ökad 
efterfrågan inom lager- och logistikfastighetssegmentet och antalet nybyggnationer 
visar det samma för utbudet. Vidare demonstrerar de ökade transaktionspriserna per 
kvadratmeter ett ökat intresse från investerare. Samtidigt ökar e-handeln snabbt samt 
är förväntad att fortsätta expandera de kommande åren. 
 
Den växande e-handeln har en påverkan på lager- och logistikfastighetsmarknaden i 
form av nya lösningar inom lager och logistikfastigheter. Fokus för framtiden är 
flexibilitet, automatisering och andra kreativa lösningar. Dessutom krävs mer 
hyresgästanpassningar och nybyggnationer inom segmentet för att bemöta den 
stigande efterfrågan. 
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1 Introduction 
2018 was a new milestone for e-commerce, where the sales accounted for all growth 
in the durable goods trade and took sale shares from the physical stores. The 
expansion of e-commerce in Sweden is constantly growing and according to “E-
barometern”, the prediction for 2019 is an increase of 14% (PostNord, 2018). A 
reason for this increase is the change in consumer shopping behavior which effects 
retail property owners in different ways (Zhang, et al., 2016). 
 
Since e-commerce has increased substantially over the last few years it has become 
a popular topic in our society today and raises questions of how it will further effect 
the market. Magazines, webpages and the word on the street is that the expansion of 
e-commerce is the reason for the increase in new developments and higher rents 
within the warehouse and logistic segment.  
 
Headlines in magazines states that the expansion of e-commerce means growth for 
logistic and warehouse industry and that constructions of warehouse facilities has 
doubled since 2016 (Ivarsson, 2019). Fastighetsvärlden (2018) writes that for logistic 
properties, there are at least ten buyers to every seller. Furthermore, 
FastighetsSverige (2016) states that the demand for warehouse and logistic 
properties is rapidly increasing and that the expansion of e-commerce is a strong 
contributing factor.  
 
Despite the great interest in the warehouse and logistic property market in Sweden, 
and further the e-commerce development's impact on the market, it is still a 
relatively unexplored area. Sarv et al (2002) means that there is a great need for 
different types of research within the logistic segment, such as how the warehouse 
and logistic property market is effected by e-commerce development.  
 
The change in consumer preferences and what is being said in media, is the reason 
why it is relevant to investigate this further. The study will be of interest for E-
retailers, property owners, third party logistic companies and other organizations 
and people active or interested in the property market. 
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1.1 Aim of the thesis  
The aim of this thesis is to study the development of the warehouse and logistic 
property market, also to explore if the e-commerce has an effect on the segment. 
Furthermore, the study discusses future trends and market predictions within the 
property segment.  
 
After studying previous literature, following research question has been formulated 
based on identified research gap. 
 
● How has the warehouse and logistic property market in Stockholm and 

Gothenburg County evolved and is e-commerce a factor that influence the 
segment? 
 

○ What is the development for demand and supply? 
○ How has the rent level, yield and transaction price evolved on the 

warehouse and logistic property market? 
○ What are the trends and predictions? 

1.2 Limitations 
The thesis is geographically limited to Stockholm and Gothenburg as they are the 
biggest cities in Sweden with a high population density. Furthermore, most of the e-
commerce companies’ customers live in these areas and some of the country’s major 
warehouse and logistic companies are located here (Savills World Research, 2018). 
The locations for warehouse and logistic properties is often outside of the city center 
and positioned in places like Borås, outside of Gothenburg, and Arlanda, outside of 
Stockholm.  

1.3 Disposition 
The disposition of the thesis is displayed in Figure 1 below, followed by a 
comprehensive description of each chapter. 

 
 
 
 

Introduction Literature	
Review Method Theory Result

Quantitative
Result
Qualitative Analysis Conclusion

Figure 1 - Disposition 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 
In this chapter an introduction to the topic is presented. Followed by the aim of 
the thesis, topic questions and the limitations used. Lastly, the disposition of the 
study is described. 
 
Chapter 2 – Literature review 
In this chapter a background of the topic is presented, based on previously 
published work within the area. The review is executed based on scientific articles, 
industry press and reports. The research question is formulated based on following 
chapter where the research gap was found.  
 
Chapter 3 – Method 
In this chapter an overview of the chosen method and research approach used to 
answer the topic questions is presented. Further, the chosen literature review, 
quantitative and qualitative approach is described. 
 
Chapter 4 – Theory 
In this chapter the theories that form the basis of the research question of the thesis 
is presented. First the Supply and demand theory followed by Consumer behavior, 
which is the second theory that is applied. 
 
Chapter 5 – Result from quantitative approach 
This chapter consist of collected results from the quantitative approach. The 
findings from Datscha is displayed by graphs with associated explanations.  
 
Chapter 6 – Result from qualitative approach 
This chapter presents results from the two qualitative methods. First the 
interviews, which is divided in to the different segments followed by a summary of 
the conducted survey. 
 
Chapter 7 – Analysis 
This chapter presents the analysis, it is executed by reviewing the results from the 
different methods. The topic questions and aim will be answered by combining the 
results. 
 
Chapter 8 - Conclusion 
In this last chapter, a conclusion is conducted from analyzing the collected findings. 
Suggestions for further studies is presented.  
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2 Literature review 
Following section provides a background of the topic by presenting what has 
previously been published within the area. The review is executed based on 
scientific articles, industry press and reports. The research question is formulated 
based on following chapter where the research gap was found.  
 

2.1 E-commerce  
As the digitalization progresses, the retail trade has recently undergone major 
changes. Above all, changed shopping behaviors and the preferences of today's 
consumers have driven retailers to adapt their business models to be able to 
constantly meet the new expectations. Something that is common regardless of the 
industry is a requirement to offer the customers the opportunity to buy their 
products online. Over a ten-year period, sales in e-commerce has tripled according 
to PostNord (2018). This growth is expected to become increasingly dominant. 
Predictions states that the main growth in retail trade will take place in e-commerce 
which will account for 20 to 30 percent of the total sales in 2025 (Nguyen & Kemkes, 
2016). 
 
China is in the front regarding the development of e-commerce and has quickly 
become the largest e-commerce market in the world. According to the National 
Bureau of Statistics of China (2019), online retail sales accounted for approximately 
$1.33 trillion during 2018, an increase of 23.90% compared with 2017. This also 
makes China the fastest growing e-commerce market in the world. 

2.1.1 The effect on the property market 
A research from 2016 presents an analysis of what is expected in the future for the 
growth of e-commerce. It states the progress is a lasting trend that the retail property 
owners must welcome and adapt to (Moström & Stopner, 2018). For retail property 
owners, this means a major shift in what kind of space one needs to be able to 
provide, due to what will be demanded from their tenants. Additional research shows 
that the number of physical stores will decrease, and until 2015, between 5 000 and 
10 000 stores will close (Svensson, et al., 2017).  
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A change in the industry occurs when the share of online sales is approaching 
approximately 15 % of the total sales. An example of branches that have already gone 
through this transformation is the bookstores and sales of electronics (Svensson, et 
al., 2017) For retail property owners, this new trend in shopping behavior means a 
great adaption. 
 
Consumers shopping behavior all around the world has changed and proven to 
impact the e-commerce and the turnover for the physical stores. In the U.S. in 2014 
over 2 400 establishments was planned to close which would generate a vacancy of 
2,5 million square meters. Furthermore, it has been proven that there is a 
relationship between the expansion of e-commerce and the decreasing demand for 
retail properties (Zhang, et al., 2016). Although, another research shows that the e-
commerce does not impact the UK and U.S retail property market negatively, 
regarding the amount of space demanded. It is the format of the stores that will 
change (Elaine M, et al., 2002). 
 
Moreover, further effects of the increasing e-commerce are that today's retailers 
must adapt or change their business warehousing and logistics operations to be able 
to meet the changing consumer preferences. What becomes common within new 
trends in e-commerce is that warehousing and logistics surfaces on many ways play 
an increasingly important role (Abrahamsson, et al., 2011). An additional important 
change that e-commerce brings, is that an e-commerce business requires more 
surface than a traditional physical store. Unlike the physical store, an e-commerce 
store could in theory have unlimited number of consumers in the store 
simultaneously (Colliers, 2019). In an online-store the product range is often greater 
and there is a need for e-commerce operators to be able to handle a high number of 
returns.  
 
As stated above, China is in the front regarding e-commerce. A consequence of this 
development is the increase in demand for warehouse and logistic space and 
properties, especially in city close areas. As shown in figure 2 below, the amount of 
square meters has increased exponentially. In the end of 2019, China is projected to 
have 52 million square meters of high-quality warehousing space which represents 
a duplication of space in 5 years (Feng, 2018). 
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Figure 2 - E-commerce fuels China warehouse boom (Feng, 2018) 

 
 
A majority of previous research has focused on the relationship between e-commerce 
and the demand for retail real estate (Zhang, et al., 2016) (Elaine M, et al., 2002) 
(Svensson, et al., 2017). However, these studies do not take into account if, or how 
the e-commerce affect the warehouse and logistic property market. In China, a 
correlation can be visualized between these two (Feng, 2018). Therefore, this study 
will fill the gap and contribute to knowledge regarding the development of this 
property segment in Sweden. 
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2.2 Report review 
Due to the narrow range of academic publications within the relationship between 
e-commerce and warehouse and logistic properties, a review of consultant reports is 
presented in a table of relevant attributes, see Appendix 10.5. The research resulted 
in nine reports published by a selection of consultant firms. The reports present the 
current status on the market, how it has developed during the last years and future 
trends. In Colliers logistic report (2019), the logistic market is referred to “Logistic 
is the new black” which emphasizes how trendy the logistics market is today. 

2.2.1 Demand 
Demand for warehouse and logistic surfaces is strong, especially in metropolitan 
regions such as Stockholm and Gothenburg. Between 2009 and 2016, these the two 
regions accounted for almost 50 % of the constructed warehouse and logistic 
facilities. Attributes that is of high importance for the tenants is modern warehouses 
with high ceiling and good floor bearing capacity. In these metropolitan areas, more 
and more flexible logistics facilities are being built on speculation, without a signed 
tenant at project start (Savills World Research, 2018). Additionally, the demand for 
city-near smaller logistics premises in big cities is strong. Larger facilities such as 
central warehouses are often establishes in areas outside the metropolitan areas due 
to the lower price and availability of land. This entails an increase in demand for 
locations outside the cities where the infrastructure and logistic conditions are good 
(Colliers, 2019). In 2018, e-commerce companies are accounted for more than 40 % 
of the demanded warehouse and logistic surfaces (CBRE Research, 2019). The other 
big group of tenants consists of logistic companies such as PostNord, Schenker and 
DHL (Savills World Research, 2018). 

2.2.2 Rent levels 
A majority of the reports studied state that there is an increase in rent levels the last 
three years. Before 2015, rent levels has remained stable and nearly equivalent for 
several years. The highest increase is observed in areas surrounding Stockholm and 
Gothenburg and the rent level is estimated to increase 2,5 % during 2019 (CBRE 
Research, 2019). 
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2.2.3 Yield 
The development of prime yield in the industrial and logistic property market has 
decreased the last nine years. In 2009 the prime yield was over 8 % in Sweden, in 
2018 the prime yield was estimated to 4,75 % for Stockholm and Gothenburg, figure 
3 (JLL Nordic Outlook, 2019). The other reports confirm the same trend in 
decreasing yield in these areas. 
 
 

 
Figure 3 - Rent and Yield development in Sweden, industrial and logistic properties. (Illustration: Authors, 
based on (JLL Nordic Outlook, 2019) 

2.2.4 Transactions 
Since the supply of investment opportunities that are becoming available in the 
market is low, transaction statistics do not show a fair picture of the high interest for 
warehouse and logistic properties (JLL Nordic Outlook, 2019). Investments in 
warehouse and logistics properties accounted for 5 % of the total transaction volume 
in 2018. 30 transactions were carried out, of which a large proportion (slightly more 
than 40%) took place in metropolitan areas. On the purchasing side, specialized 
logistic owners were found as the buyer in the majority of these transactions, such as 
Prologis and Catena. Some bigger transactions were executed during 2018 which 
confirms the big interest in this section of the market. One of these transactions is 
XXL's central warehouse in Örebro that was bought by Aberdeen for SEK 400 
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million, which gives a yield below 5 %. The warehouse covers a total of 43 000 square 
meters and is fully leased to XXL with a lease length of 10 years. Another example is 
Arctic Securities that acquired three logistics properties under construction in 
Örebro, Borås and Vansbro. The properties will, when completed, comprise about 
48 000 square meters and the transaction value is estimated to almost SEK 500 
million with a yield at 5 %. The largest transaction within industrial and logistics 
properties during 2018 was carried when Castellum acquired all of Serneke's 
properties at Säve airport. The site is approximately three million square meters of 
land including a number of buildings. The transaction was executed to an initial 
purchase price of SEK 1.1 billion with a potentially addition of SEK 1 billion in future 
building rights (Colliers, 2019). 
 
A report from Savills (2019) shows that Q1 2019 is the strongest quarter historically 
for logistic properties. This segment accounted for 28% of the total investment 
volume, within the property market in Sweden, compared to retail properties that 
accounted for 6% of the investment volume, see figure 4. While the interest for 
logistic properties increases, the interest in retail properties has decreased. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4 - Investment Volume Distribution Q1 2019 (Illustration: Authors, based on (Savills Research, 2019) 
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2.2.5 New developments 
During the years 2007 to 2017 the largest category of tenants occupying newly 
developed warehouse and logistic properties were logistic operators such as 
PostNord, DHL and Schenker, see figure 5. The second largest category of tenants 
was retailers. A report made by Savills (2018) says that this expansion for retailers is 
driven by the increasing customer consumptions where e-commerce is one of the 
driving factors. Both e-commerce and traditional retail strives to have more fast 
deliveries which in turn puts higher demand for the logistics and location on the 
logistic properties. 
 

 
Figure 5 - Tenant categories in new developments in Sweden. (Illustration: Authors, based on (Savills 
Research, 2019) 

 
During 2018, approximately 565 000 square meters of modern logistic properties 
was completed in Sweden. Compared with the peak year 2017 this is an increase of 
almost 10%. Rustas expansion in Norrköping (46 000 square meters), Apotea´s 
central storage in Morgongåva (38 000 square meters) and Speed Groups 
establishment in Borås (30 000 square meters) is among the largest of the 28 new 
constructed properties in 2018. Increasing development in both the amount of 
square meters and the number of developments being completed from year to year 
is shown in figure 6. 
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Today there is a significant lack of supply, why it is difficult to build volume on 
today's market unless you also supplement with your own land acquisition to 
conduct own development (Croisette Real Estate Partner, 2018). 
 

 
Figure 6 - New Developments in Sweden, Warehouse and logistic properties. (Illustration: Authors, based on 
(Colliers, 2019) 

2.2.6 Trends 
Seven out of eight reports states that a clear trend and prediction is that they see 
continued increase in demand for warehouse and logistic premises and that new 
constructions will continue at a high pace, see Appendix 10.5. 
 
Predictions also state that the interest from investors for logistics, especially from 
international investors, will continue to rise. Regarding new developments, the share 
of speculative constructions is estimated to increase to be able to meet the increasing 
demand, according to Savills (Savills World Research, 2016). Furthermore, planned 
developments during 2019-2020 amounts to 96 100 square meters in Stockholm 
and 160 800 square meters and in Gothenburg according to JLL (2019). On the other 
hand, Croisette (2018) believes that the development will stagnate due to lack of land 
for new developments. The growth in rent will continue to increase and the property 
owners that can provide flexible solutions for their tenants is estimated to have the 
highest growth. Also, the vacancy levels will continue to be low (Colliers, 2019). Now 
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days, it is more common for e-commerce companies to lease a warehouse or logistic 
property. However, when large central warehouses are being automated and tenants 
realize that automation costs more than the property, the tenant will to an increasing 
extent own the properties in which they are active. The tenants will consider the 
properties as strategically long-term and too sensitive to production stoppages and 
thus of greater importance to control themselves (Colliers, 2019). 
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3 Method 
This chapter provides an overview of the chosen method and research approach 
used to answer the topic questions. Further, the chosen literature review, 
quantitative and qualitative approach is presented.  
  

3.1 Choice of method and research philosophy 
When seeking answers to the research question, both an inductive and deductive 
approach has been used. Inductive meaning, the result or explanation is based on 
the researcher’s observations. Whilst a deductive approach is deriving a hypothesis 
from a theory which is to be tested. 

3.2 Research design 
To answer the topic questions, a mixed-method research design has been exercised. 
This means that mixed methods have been used when collecting data (Saunders, et 
al., 2016). The method consists of the separate use of qualitative and quantitative 
methods in a single data collection phase. This allowed a comparison of how the 
datasets support one another, however they are interpreted together. It provides an 
extensive response and confirms the validity and credibility to the research question. 
Whilst a mono-method design is consisting of only qualitative or quantitative 
methods (Saunders, et al., 2016) (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005). 
 
Furthermore, the Mixed-method research design was chosen because the number of 
academic sources is relatively limited within this specific area. To confirm the 
credibility of collected information the topic question will be investigated with the 
use of the following methods, where each one will consist of several different sources. 
 
● Quantitative approach 
● Qualitative approach 

○ Interviews 
○ Survey  

3.2.1 Quantitative approach 
Datscha provides information on commercial real estate transactions from which 
data can be collected. The stored data in Datscha used in this research is provided by 
Newsec. The information collected consists of historical data of rent level and yield 
development in Stockholm and Gothenburg County. To visualize the development, a 
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comparison has been made between the industrial property segment and the retail 
property segment. The industrial segments include both warehouse, logistic and 
production properties (Datscha, 2019). 
 
Furthermore, transaction prices are collected and from this data a prediction is 
constructed. This shows the future development of purchasing price per square 
meter. Data set preparations used to collect data from the program Datscha was 
executed in two stages. Table 1 shows the first criteria’s’ used in Datscha to locate 
data. Table 2 displays the next step where data set preparations was used on the 
collected data from stage one.  
 

Table 1 – Data set preparation Step 1 

Geographical Stockholm County, Stockholm län 
Gothenburg County, Västra Götaland län 

Time period January 2010 - April 2019 

Transaction price > 40 000 kSEK 

Property type Industrial 
- Logistics, Manufacturing, other and storage 

 
Table 2 - Data set preparation Step 2 

Property type Majority of sqm is industrial business 
 

New owner Only relevant businesses for this research. 
Excluding steel, iron etc. manufacturing 

Transaction price Not used as a data set preparation in step 2 

Price per square meter Removed if price details missing 

 
After processing the data, a prediction of price development per square meter was 
executed for 75 future transactions, which represent approximately three years and 
is based on the previous transaction data.  
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3.2.2 Qualitative approach 

3.2.2.1 Interviews 
Depending on the degree of formality and structure of the interviews they may be 
categorized as either structured, semi-structured or unstructured. Structured 
interviews are the most formal of the three. The questions used are identical in every 
interview and as the data collected in this type of interview is quantifiable this is a 
quantitative research interview method. Both the Semi-structured and unstructured 
interviews are more informal. In this research paper, a semi-structured interview 
technique has been used, which means a number of questions and topics was 
prepared before the interviews. These questions encourage supplementary questions 
leading to different discussions in each interview (Saunders, et al., 2016). 
 
A semi-structured interview method was the most suitable in this research since an 
overall understanding was sought of how the interviewees are experiencing the effect 
of e-commerce and the future trends. Therefore, it was necessary to ask open 
questions, which facilitated a further discussion. As well as encouraging participants 
to provide a more comprehensive and developed response (Dalen, 2007). 
 
Identifying respondents for interviews  
The purpose of the interviews is to understand the situation on the warehouse and 
logistic property market. The supply and demand condition today and how it will 
develop in the future. Therefore, both property owners within the warehouse and 
logistic sector, retail property owners and e-commerce companies were selected. 
When identifying the purpose of the interviews these three different segments of 
business areas was chosen to obtain an extensive and complete picture as possible. 
Furthermore, two people per segment was decided necessary to conduct requested 
result.  
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Segment one 
Segment one consists of logistic and warehouse property owners in Sweden. This 
segment is of interest because they have valuable information regarding their supply, 
nevertheless the demand from their tenants. This will benefit when answering the 
topic questions and surrounding issues. Interview question for segment one is found 
in Appendix 10.1. 
 
Segment two 
The second segment consists of respondents who work within commercial real 
estate, retail property owners. They are affected by the growth of e-commerce in a 
different aspect than the first segment. The main purpose of the interviews is to 
understand how they are affected by the expansion of e-commerce and what needs 
to be executed to adapt to the new consumer behavior. Furthermore, it is focus on 
trends and future plans. Interview question for segment two is found in Appendix 
10.2. 
 
Segment three 
The last segment is retailers within e-commerce, e-retailers. The purpose is to 
ascertain their need for warehouse spaces historical, now and in the future. Interview 
question for segment three is found in Appendix 10.3. 
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Table 3 - Respondents 

Company Position Description of company 
   
Warehouse and logistic 
property owner 

CEO Offer modern and effective facilities 
at the most important nodes 

Warehouse and logistic 
property owner  

Business Developer Owns warehouses in Europe. In 
Sweden they have the most leasable 
space.  

Consultant firm  Consultant Property development, leasing, 
development within retail 

Retail property owner Commercial 
Director 

Nordic Shopping Centre owner who 
both owns and manage their assets 

E-commerce company  Logistic Manager Big actor within the e-retail 
segment 

E-commerce company CEO and Founder Full-scale pharmacy, only available 
online 

 

3.2.2.2 Survey 
A survey was conducted during attendance at Catena’s fair “LogistikTrender 2019” 
in Helsingborg. The survey is used as a complement to the other research methods 
and provides another perspective on the warehouse and logistic property market. 
The survey questions were designed in accordance with the literature Sörensen & 
Olsson (2011). The questions were formulated with focus on; simplicity, uniqueness 
and relevance. To achieve objectivity, interpretation issues and leading question was 
avoided. The survey was executed through a QR-code at the fair and answers was 
received from 14 different respondents. Including architects, property owners, 
analytics and logistic companies, all active within the industry. The survey is found 
in Appendix 10.4.  
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3.3 Assessment of the quality of the research 
Reliability refers to consistency and replication of action. If a researcher manages to 
replicate a previous research design and achieve the same result, the research would 
be considered reliable. Moreover, it applies to whether techniques used for collecting 
data will yield consistent results in similar observations. Validity refers to the extent 
to which the data collection method or methods actually measure what is expected 
and if the research result describes what it is intended to (Saunders, et al., 2016). 
Both the reliability and validity are taken into consideration during the execution of 
this study. 
 
A majority of the information collected in the literature study originates from reports 
from the industry, consultant reports. Since the study concerns a relatively new and 
unexplored subject, the number of academic sources is relatively limited. When 
using these reports, a risk is that some information could be biased. Although, 
several different and independent sources have been used, which can avoid it being 
unreliable.  
 
Studies based on qualitative data tend to be subjective and it becomes difficult to 
draw general conclusions. Furthermore, a weakness with this study is that the 
interview questions can be interpreted differently by the recipients. Likewise, for the 
survey question, which also could be leading towards a requested response. To 
confirm the validity of the thesis, different qualitative methods have been used and 
supplemented with a quantitative approach.  
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4 Theory 
Following chapter presents theories that form the basis of the research question. 
Supply and demand theory is central to understand when studying this market and 
the research question. The theory of supply and demand is adaptable on different 
markets, in this case to analyze the property market. Consumer behavior is the 
second theory that is applied. 
 

4.1 Supply and Demand 
The supply and demand on a market is important to consider when studying the 
development within an economic sector. The real estate segment on the market is 
controlled by the supply and demand.  

4.1.1 Supply 
Like the illustration below shows, figure 7, the supply curve is positively related to 
the price and quantity of a product. Although, the supply curve differs depending on 
which market is being studied.  
 
The real estate market present a less elastic supply curve due to the time lag within 
the construction industry. When a product is demanded it requires time to meet the 
markets need, hence the curve becomes inelastic in relation to the demand, see figure 
7 below (Axelsson, et al., 1998). 
 
     
  

Figure 7 - Supply curves (Illustration: Authors, 
based on Axelsson et al 1998) 
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4.1.2 Demand 
A demand is represented by the desire to purchase goods and how much the 
consumer is willing to pay for a product. The demand curve, figure 8, is negatively 
correlated and, holding all other factors constant, when the quantity increases the 
price of the product decreases. A demand could depend on different factors which 
will lead to a shift in the curve, right or left depending on a decrease or increase 
(Axelsson, et al., 1998). 
 
 

 
 

4.1.3 Supply and Demand equilibrium 
The supply and demand effects one another and an equilibrium can be identified, see 
figure 9 below where the blue line represents an inelastic supply while the red lines 
represents the demand. If the demand on a segment within the real estate market 
increases it drives up the equilibrium, see figure 9 (demand 2). This will represent a 
higher price for the same amount of quantity that is on the market (Axelsson, et al., 
1998). 
 

Figure 8 - Demand Curve (Illustration: Authors, based on 
Axelsson et al 1998) 
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Figure 9 - Equllibrium (Illustration: Authors, based on Axelsson et al 1998) 

 

4.2 Consumer Behavior 
To explain how e-commerce and traditional trade interact, studies has been 
conducted on customer’s trade patterns. This knowledge is used to understand why 
there is a change in the market and why people choose to shop online. This is valuable 
knowledge for this thesis because the e-commerce is studied. Furthermore, what 
effect this will have on demand for retail spaces and furthermore warehouse and 
logistic properties. Explanations on how digitalization has affected the shopping 
behavior has been concluded and resulted in a theory of four essential reasons, 
substitution, complementarity, modification and neutrality (Cao, et al., 2012). 
 
Studies made in the U.S. and UK shows that e-commerce replace the traditional 
trade, a substitution effect. This is shown by the trend that visits to physical stores 
are reduced as a result of replacement purchases over the internet (Tonn & Hemrick, 
2004). 
 
The next phenomenon studied is complementarity, meaning e-commerce 
complements physical commerce in terms of reinforcement and efficiency. Examples 
on how this reinforcement is working in practice, could be that digital advertising or 
discounts generates rise to additional visits to the physical store. Furthermore, when 
a customer orders a product online and pick it up in the physical store, it generates 
a visit to the store and allows for any additional sales (Van Rietbergen & 
Weltevreden, 2007). 
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A third phenomenon which has been studied is when a purchase is carried out in a 
physical store due to an earlier visit to the internet. Customers visit the online store 
to gather information about products in advance before visiting the physical store, 
Modification effect. This effect generates shorter time customers spend in the store 
(Farag, et al., 2006) The final explanation is that a purchase in a physical store does 
not replace a purchase online and vice versa, the two does not effect each other, 
Neutrality (Sim & Koi, 2002). 
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5 Result from quantitative approach 
This chapter consist of collected results from the quantitative approach. The 
findings from Datsch, a is displayed by graphs with associated explanations.  
 
 
Data has been collected through Datscha where Newsec is the provider of 
information. Historical data is used to visualize the development of the warehouse 
and logistic property market. 

5.1 Rent levels 
Figure 10 below displays the percentage development of rent level in Stockholm 
County. Between the years 2006-2012 the rent level development was 0% in the 
industrial property segment. The following years, 2013-2018, the percentage growth 
for the rent level increased by 29%. The development of retail rent levels, on the other 
hand, shows an increase by only 5 % the same years, 2013-2018. Overall, there is a 
higher increase in rent development for the retail segment, if considered 2006-2018. 
 
 

 
Figure 10 - Rent development Stockholm (Illustration: Authors, based on Datscha 2019) 
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Figure 11 displays the rent level development within the industrial and retail segment 
in Gothenburg County. The development of the rent level for industrial properties, 
from 2006-2010, was next to non-excising. In the beginning of 2011, a 10 % increase 
occurred followed by a stagnation until 2014. The rent level then increased with  
15 % and has been stable on this level until today. In total, the rent level of industrial 
facilities has increased 26 % from 2006-2018. 
 
When comparing this to the retail industry it can be visualized that this segment has 
fluctuated more and overall the rent level has increased from 2006 until today with 
8 %.  
 

 
Figure 11 - Rent development Gothenburg (Illustration: Authors, based on Datscha 2019) 
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5.2 Yield 
The yield development, for the same property segment as studied above, can be seen 
in figure 12 below. In this case, the retail and industrial development follow a more 
similar curve from 2006-2015. In 2016 however, the yield for the industrial segment 
started to drastically decrease while the yield for the retail segment did not change 
significantly. The change in yield from 2006-2018 is 23 % for the industrial segment, 
respectively 7 % for the retail segment. 
 

 
Figure 12 - Yield development Stockholm (Illustration: Authors, based on Datscha 2019) 
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The yield development for the two segments in Gothenburg County also follows a 
similar pattern. Although, the yield within the industrial segment has decreased 
more than retail since the first calculation date in 2006, see figure 13. From 2006 
until today the yield has decreased with almost 25% in the industrial segment and 
only 4% in the retail segment. 
 

 
Figure 13 - Yield development Gothenburg (Illustration: Authors, based on Datscha 2019) 

 

5.3 Transaction 
Transaction price within the warehouse and logistic property market was 
investigated in Stockholm and Gothenburg county. Data of transaction price per 
square meter was collected from January 1st, 2010 to execute a prediction for future 
development. Because of the financial crisis in 2008-2009 the result from these 
years would not have been appropriate to base a prediction on. In 2010, the 
assumption was made that the market was beginning to stabilize, and a measurable 
result could be conducted. 
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Data set preparation 
Based on criteria’s seen in Table 1, see method, Datscha generated 353 transactions.  
These transactions were not all relevant to use for the prediction due to absent 
information of the facility and incorrect property types. The purchaser was also taken 
into consideration. Buyers who managed an irrelevant business for this research was 
removed from the data set, including steel, iron and other manufacturing businesses. 
The data set preparations in step two, see table 2 in method, generated 210 
transactions that were used to make a prediction for the following three years,  
 
Results 
The result of the prediction, made in excel with a 95% confidence interval, is plotted 
in figure 14 below. The prediction can be visualized by the orange lines in the figure. 
One upper bond, one lower bond and a most likely scenario is plotted. This shows 
that, according to historical data, the transaction price per square meter will increase 
in the following three years. Due to the high interest in this property segment and all 
the media attention, it is most likely that the upper bond is the most accurate 
prediction. Figure 14 shows each individual transaction, 1-210, from January 1st until 
today, this is represented by the blue line. As previously stated, the orange line 
represents the future trend for the following 75 transactions, approximately three 
years from April 2019. 
 
 

 
Figure 14 - Trend Stockholm and Gothenburg (Illustation: Authors, based on Datsha 2019) 
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6 Result from qualitative approach 
Following chapter presents results from the two qualitative methods. First the 
interviews, which is divided in to the different segments followed by a summary of 
the conducted survey. 
  

6.1 Result from interviews 
This section is divided into the three segments; Warehouse and logistics property 
owners, Retail property owners and E-retailers. In Appendix 10.1-3 the questions can 
be studied for a greater understanding of the configuration of the interviews. Because 
of the different respondent groups some of the questions differ. 

6.1.1 Segment one - Warehouse and logistics property owners 
Demand 
Flexibility is something that is important for both of the respondent’s tenants. They 
want to be secure and safe when the flow of goods change. This means that they want 
to be able to expand the existing property if the need for more space increases. 
Furthermore, customized facilities are required with floors that can withstand the 
bearing capacity and the right height for different types of automation within the 
warehouse. As a result, warehouses that does not meet the needs and demands is 
converted to fit other applications such as offices. The other major development 
comes from the digital trade, e-commerce. The store's business is moved from the 
physical stores to the warehouse and the handling of packages and goods. Further, 
this means they will require more staff and larger warehouse and logistic space. 
 
The vacancy rate can be an indicator for how demand for this type of property type 
is on the market. One of the company’s vacancy rate has decreased dramatically the 
last years and the current level is 4%, which is optimal. There is a high demand in 
most cities in Sweden. And the other company has an average vacancy rate of 5%. 
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Location 
The most demanded locations for this type of property is Gothenburg port, Arlanda 
Airport and Nässjö. These areas are all transportation nods. Consumer behavior is 
something that influence the choice of location. Online pharmacy and fast-moving 
consumer goods are examples on this, where the consumers expect delivery the next 
day. The fast-moving consumer goods market often has their warehouse close to the 
city. Although, location is not always city near enough, because of delivery costs. 
When the price and margins of a good is low, the bigger the transportation cost is of 
the total value. It is the same for Amazon, who has nine warehouses on Manhattan, 
just to minimize transportation costs. A consequence of an increasing pressure on 
required delivery time, is that more warehouses are demanded closer to the cities 
and location is correlated with population density. One of the respondents only have 
assets close to the bigger cities where the demand from tenants is constantly high.  
 
Rent level and Yield 
One of the respondent presents information on an increase in rent levels and their 
rental revenue increased 19%, to MSEK 529, in Q1 (MSEK 444 for the preceding 
year). Moreover, the rent increase is among other based on that Stockholm City is 
growing which increases the demand for all types of properties; housing, offices, 
warehouse and logistic etc. There is an aggressive residential development which is 
more sought-after for County’s than to develop industrial facilities in their town. 
Even so, the respondent states that the e-commerce could have an impact on the rent 
development within logistic properties, whilst it is more difficult to connect e-
commerce to the warehouses.  
 
The other respondent explains that there is always an increase in rent at the locations 
where it is difficult to access land. In Stockholm county, rent level has increased 
considerably the last few years due to the lack of land.  
 
New Development 
One respondent can see a high demand for new developments, especially in the 
Öresunds region and Helsingborg, where they right now have an ongoing 
development project. The biggest challenge is to access land that can be acquired for 
new developments. The other respondent has a development project ongoing in 
Västberga outside of Stockholm where warehouses are being build. At project start, 
50% of the development project was leased. 
 
The other respondent presents the possibility of converting existing spaces into 
warehouses, which is something that could become profitable in the future. Based 
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on the negative growth in physical retail last year a suggestion is to convert these 
spaces. Furthermore, the market needs to be more creative when it comes to 
warehouse and logistics and it is important to consider the importance of the logistic 
in the early planning phase, which most likely will change in the future. Furthermore, 
the phenomena Satellite warehouses1 is presented which creates a new movement 
for goods. These extended warehouses could for example be a moving car or a store. 
“Webhallen” as an example, has 80% of their sales online and the physical store 
works as a satellite warehouse where the staff has a lot of knowledge about their 
different products and requested area of expertise. It becomes a place for meeting 
people and costumers which creates value for their business in a new way. 
 
One of the respondents sees a future growth within the warehouse market in wealthy 
and expanding cities and they believe in a strategy of acquire properties in these 
areas. All locations are requested due to the huge demand for these properties. It can 
be visualized for properties located far outside the city, these would not have been 
profitable 10 years ago. Today there is too much capital, and everyone is willing to 
invest in this type of properties. An example is the retail “boxes”, located outside the 
city centers. These properties were bought with record low yield a few years ago and 
today they are very hard to sell. 

6.2 Segment two - property owners retail 
Demand 
One of the respondents share the function of the newly open “Leveriet” in Sicka in 
Stockholm. It is a place where you can pick up and drop off packages. However, in 
the future, this could be used for much more, such as a promotion place for 
companies and extended storages for different retailers and e-retailers. The 
respondent has recognized a demand for smaller storages close to the bigger cities, 
to meet this request commercial real estate owners must together open more units 
similar to Leveriet to meet the increase in e-commerce. 
 
  

                                                   
1 Smaller warehouse compared to a company’s central warehouse, located close to 
big cities or transportation nods 
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The reason for the large interest for warehouse and logistic properties is believed to 
originate from international pension funds who need to invest their money 
somewhere. Historically, residential property market has always been a safe 
investment as well as offices in good locations. However, there is a low number of 
these types of properties on the market to invest in. Retail properties has also been a 
good investment although the growing uncertainty in the retail market the focus is 
set on warehouses and logistic properties. 
 
The other respondent states that it is hard to see a change in demand for storages 
within malls since the storages is often a support function to the retail units. When 
for example H&M opens a store, they need a place to store the products. Physical 
stores will continue to fill our malls however, the format might change. There will be 
less pieces of products and bigger storage units in the back of the store. This 
generates a problem - a retail unit is more expensive than storage. However, the 
property owners can claim that they want the same rent for the unit regardless of the 
use. 
 
Furthermore, the respondents think differently regarding the need for warehouses 
when e- commerce is increasing. There should not be an increase in demand for 
storage space for the retailers because the customers will still have the same 
consumption and therefore an additional space should not be needed. The other 
respondent explains that the number of square meters might be the same however, 
since the sales move online, the costs for retail space and labor will decrease which 
leads to the ability to move the storage closer to the city or invest in one central 
storage where the business is based from. 
 
Rent and yield 
It is explained that since the core business for one of the respondent’s company is 
retail, and the storages is a support function for the stores within the mall, it is 
difficult to see a change in the rent for storages. However, the warehouse and logistic 
market is very trendy which can be reflected by the low yields. It is also said that one 
of the reasons for the attractiveness for this segment is the expansion of e-commerce. 
The other respondent believes there is an increase in demand from tenants to lease 
warehouse and logistic spaces which drives up the rent for these types of properties. 
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Predictions 
The future for physical stores is uncertain however, t is believed by the respondents 
that they will not disappear. Although, it is important to adapt to the changing 
market and possible have smaller stores in attractive locations. Shopping centers, 
such as Kista Galleria, will have to make physical presence and online presence to 
work together. It will be more important to think of shopping centers as a small town 
and provided for the new type of consumer behavior. Both interviewees believe that 
the property owners must be more innovative and try new approaches to meet the 
increase in e-commerce and the development in demand for warehouse and logistic 
spaces. 

6.2.1 Segment three - E-retailers 
Demand 
One respondent describes their increased demand for warehouse facilities from 2012 
until today. Their first warehouse was a leased existing property of 500 square 
meters. In 2015, they moved in to a warehouse facility that they build together with 
the landlord, the facility was 5 000 square meters. Two years later the projecting for 
further a new warehouse was started and in 2018 they moved in to a facility of 38 
000 square meters.  
 
One of the respondents declares about their central warehouse that is located in 
Borås with a total area of 65 000 square meter. This warehouse is optimized for a 
certain type of products within this warehouse. Besides that, three smaller premises 
are leased to fit the rest of the products that does not fit within the central warehouse, 
such as the furniture collection. At the moment, there is an ongoing construction of 
an additional warehouse that will replace the three smaller ones. Both the central 
warehouse and the new development is leased from a property owner. The size of the 
warehouse has always been the same however, there has been a change in assortment 
which has resulted in too much space in the central warehouse and not enough space 
in the smaller external ones, too big and too small at the same time. If sales in the 
home assortment increases with 10% it means an increase in storage space by 40% 
due to the size of the products.  
 
Rent 
The rent level has stayed almost the same through the years, one of the respondents 
explains that the good relationship with the landlords is the reason behind this. The 
other retailer has a similar situation, the central storage is customized for the specific 
handling of their goods and is therefore hard to lease to other businesses. Therefore, 
the rent level has been almost consistent for a long time. 
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Location 
One respondent explains their warehouse situation today. The warehouse is located 
in a small town 40 km outside of Stockholm. They prefer this location before 
Stockholm due to the saturated labor market in Stockholm. They can find better and 
cheaper labor outside of the city and this is important because wages are one of the 
biggest costs within their business. The transportation costs, however, is a small 
share of the total cost and therefore it is not preferable to locate the warehouse in 
Stockholm. Currently there is no available space in that area, nevertheless there is 
construction opportunities for new development which has proven to be profitable. 
 
The other retailer explained that when a decision regarding how to expand the 
warehouse, two cases was presented to the board. The first case was to construct a 
new warehouse in the same area as the central warehouse together with a property 
owner. The second case was to outsource to third parties (third party logistics), in 
this case PostNord, and located outside of Borås. When deciding between the two 
cases both the soft and hard values were taken into consideration, such as the 
personnel, price and good logistic prerequisites. At the end, the first case was chosen 
much due to the soft value that the personnel would be able to keep their jobs. 
 
Predictions 
One of the respondents’ newly built warehouse has the capacity to turn in to a five-
time bigger facility than it is today which they think will be needed in the future 
because the company is growing. Therefore, it is important to build for expansion 
from the start. Furthermore, flexibility and the ability to modify format and size will 
be demanded in the future. If the e-commerce continues to grow there will be a high 
demand for new constructions of warehouses and logistics in areas surrounding the 
big cities. This will open for more work possibilities for people in small towns. The 
e-commerce moves work from the city center out to the countryside, which is another 
effect of e-commerce. 
 
Mälardalen region stands for 30-40% of the total sales for one of the retailer, 
therefore they have discussed renting a satellite warehouse close to Stockholm since 
they can see a need in the future for deliveries of products to the consumer within 
the same day as the order is placed.  
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6.3 Result from Survey  
The survey was handed out to 14 people attending the fair “Logistik Trender 2019”. 
The responses were conducted from people within six different companies in the 
warehouse and logistic property sector, both owners and tenants, and consultant 
firms within the segment.  
 

6.3.1 Development for demand and rent on warehouse and logistic properties in 
Stockholm and Gothenburg 

The respondents from the survey answered the questions with following alternatives. 
The demand has; increased, decreased, stayed the same or the ability to write an own 
answer. Likewise, for the development in rent; increase, decrease, stayed the same 
or write an own answer. The result from the first two questions can be visualized in 
Figures 15 and 16 below. The figures below do not show alternatives that were not 
chosen by the respondents.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
From Figure 16 it can be visualized that there is an increase in demand within 
warehouse and logistic properties in Gothenburg and Stockholm County. Further a 
majority also see an increase in rent levels within the regions, see Figure 15. 

Figure 16 - Demand development Figure 15  - Rent development 

14 % 

86 % 100 % 
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Two respondents answered that it is needed an increase in specializing within the 
warehouses, which at the same time provides an increase in rent.  

6.3.2 Elaborative questions  
For the following questions the respondents were provided with a blank space to 
elaborate their view.  
 
Satellite warehouses, trends and future within the segment  
A question regarding trend and future thoughts about the segment was asked to the 
respondents followed by a specific question regarding satellite warehouses. 
 
As figure 17 shows, most of the respondents thought satellite warehouses was a good 
idea with a purpose of shortening delivery times. This could be good for the fast 
consumer goods industry and other retailers that wishes closeness for their 
customers. Furthermore, respondents believe that this type of investment will 
increase and specifically with international investors wanting to invest in the Nordic 
market. Although, two respondents think this type of warehouse is not cost effective 
and the majority of retailers can reach their warehouses fast enough by having a big 
central warehouse in the middle of Sweden or Scandinavia.  
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 17 - Satellite warehouses 

 

14 % 

86 % 
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Trends and future thoughts among the respondent´s regarding the warehouse and 
logistic property segment are in general positive towards a continuing increase in 
demand. The sector has “big potential”. Furthermore, they see a continued growth 
because of a permanent change and development within the sector. Additionally, the 
segment will stay strong with the expanding e-commerce and the need for delivering 
of packages. Respondent’s furthermore believe in increased specialization, 
customizing and the usage of digital solutions. Big and automated warehouses is 
thought to increase in the future, especially for e-commerce companies who also will 
need to shorten down the delivery times, sometimes delivery within one day.  
 
Furthermore, one respondent expresses that the need for warehouse and logistic 
properties is greater than it was before and that there are “endless with land to build 
on”. Within the five upcoming years the logistic property market will boom and 
become an even more attractive product for property owners, as well as an increasing 
need from tenants. This property type is a simple product to own because it often 
one tenant in the whole property with a long lease. The segment is also appealing to 
foreign investors, especially now when the SEK is weak. Another respondent thinks 
that a network for collaboration between different logistic companies, as well as 
property owners, needs to be executed.  
 
Is there a connection between e-commerce and the warehouse and logistic 
property market? 
A majority of the respondents argue that the e-commerce has an effect on warehouse 
and logistic property market, while the rest discusses the different necessities that e-
commerce requires. One motivation is that e-commerce has other requirements than 
previous B2B (business to business) arrangements. This development demands an 
effective warehousing, effective transportation and a method on how to handle 
returns within e-commerce. Continuing, one respondent expresses that the e-
commerce drives up the demand on new developments. This is due to the traditional 
warehouse and logistic properties that does not meet the requirements of the 
combined e-commerce to consumer, B2C (business to consumer) and traditional 
wholesale, B2B. New technique is used in the properties to meet the requirements 
and the demand for fast delivery is increasing.  
 
One respondent believes that there is a connection between the development within 
e-commerce and warehouse and logistic property market. E-commerce requires a 
new type of warehousing and more space for managing packages, which will increase 
the interest for these properties on the market. The logistic segment has been strong 
and attractive for investors the last 1-2 years and the outlook is similar for the future. 
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7 Analysis 
The analysis is executed by reviewing the results from the different methods. The 
topic questions and aim will be answered by combining the results. 
 

7.1 Demand and supply development 
When analyzing the results from the literature review, it becomes clear that there is 
a strong demand for warehouse and logistic properties in Stockholm and 
Gothenburg County. This is confirmed by the growth of new development projects 
during the previous 10 years. These areas represent almost 50% of the newly 
constructed warehouse and logistic properties in Sweden. Reports also states that 
property owners have shown higher risk propensity to build on speculation in 
primary positions. This indicates a high demand for these types of properties, which 
argues that it is a safe investment. 
 
Furthermore, both satellite warehouses and bigger central warehouses, close to the 
city, is demanded by tenants. This could be explained by the width of the market. 
Several actors’ requests city near locations due to their customers’ needs while other 
actors’ value lower rent levels and additional factors that can be found outside the 
city. Results from interviews specifies the requirements that are demanded from 
tenants. It is a high focus on flexibility, automation and other tenant fitting-outs 
suitable for their needs. The B2C industry and the e-commerce are growing 
simultaneously. This requires new solutions compared to a traditional warehouse 
where B2B was the primary industry. B2C results in more small packages at a 
significantly higher pace. It is difficult for today’s warehouses to handle this change 
from B2B to B2C without reconstructions. 
 
These new customized specifications required by tenants makes it more profitable 
for the property owner to construct a new building. New constructions are 
increasing, both because of the high refurbishment cost and the cheap price of new 
land. 
 
When deciding on where to locate, both soft and hard values are taken into 
consideration. Rent, labor and logistic prerequisites was shown to be important. One 
of the retailers believe they must expand their warehouse based on the increase in 
sales, while the other retailer reasons they will be in need for satellite warehouses 
close to the city to be able to meet the change in consumer behavior. 
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The theory supply and demand declare that an increase in demand will lead to 
additional supply. During 2018, the new constructed properties within this specific 
segment was record high. Which based on demand and supply theory indicates an 
increase in demand. Results from reports shows that logistic companies such as 
PostNord, Schenker and DHL was the largest group of tenants or owners among the 
new constructed properties in 2018. The second largest group was the e-commerce 
companies. This is an indicator that the e-commerce segment stands for a big part of 
why the warehouse and logistic property segment is expanding. Although, according 
to some interviewees, within the logistic property owner segment, the demand from 
companies related to e-commerce is not significantly larger.  
 
A majority of the results display an increase in demand for warehouse and logistic 
properties. Furthermore, the results express different answers and thoughts 
regarding what is believed to be the reason behind the increase. The literature review 
presents a rise in demand derived from the increase in e-commerce sales. Although, 
an argument is that there is no correlation between the expansion of e-commerce 
and the increase in demanded warehouse space. Retailers possess storage space 
today and the total consumption will remain the same. This means that the same 
space will be used, although in a different way. This argument could however be 
questioned since e-commerce has changed consumer behavior. People purchase 10 
items online while keeping two. This generates a big return-market where space is 
needed to fit this volume. That is something that needs to be taken into consideration 
in the future.  

7.2 Rent level 
The literature review states that the usage of shorter leases is increasing. Property 
owners preferer short contracts and they believe in increased rent levels and a stable 
demand in the future. Moreover, it places property owners at an advantage were 
renegotiation of rent levels could be implemented more often than usual. 
Furthermore, the literature review shows a steady rent until 2015 and after that, an 
increase in rent level within the segment. 
 
The increase in rent level the last few years can also be reconfirmed from the data 
collected through Datscha and respondents from both interview and survey. An 
increase in rent level can mean different things, aside increasing demand. As stated 
above the demand from tenants is automation and flexible warehouses, which 
increases the tenant fitting-out and by that – the rent levels. Furthermore, the 
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general increase in e-commerce makes the sector more profitable and based on that 
the tenant also can pay a higher rent.  
  
The retail rent levels in Stockholm has in general increased more than the industrial 
rent levels from 2006 as shown in figure 10 in chapter 5.1. However, when analyzing 
the results shown from 2013 until today, it represents an almost 30% increase in 
industrial rent levels, compared to the retail rents that has had a steadier general up-
swing however, during 2013-2018 an increase with only 5%. Based on following 
observation it can be stated that the industrial rents are increasing fast. Similar 
results can be visualized in figure 11 in chapter 5.1 for Gothenburg.   

7.3 Yield 
According to both the literature review and Datscha the yields have decreased during 
the same years as rent has increased. Data collected through Datscha, show the 
decreasing yield development within the industrial segment in Stockholm, see figure 
12 in chapter 5.2. The drastically decrease in yield represents that the segment is a 
more secure and steady investment while the retail segment shows a more unstable 
situation. This could be based on the hype that has been stated within the segment 
and that this secure investment will not be considered steady in the future. However, 
it could be said that the yield shows the true market and that industrial properties is 
a profitable investment. This could be partly based on the increasing e-commerce 
and usage of warehouses and logistic properties.  
  
When viewing the data collected in Gothenburg, figure 13 in chapter 5.2, the same 
radical change cannot be visualized. Nonetheless, the precentral change in rent on 
industrial properties has increased more than for retail, same as in Stockholm, just 
not as dramatically. There are differences between Stockholm and Gothenburg in 
many ways, not only that many more people live in Stockholm, the market also seem 
to be more fluctuating. Furthermore, we think of Gothenburg as more natural role 
within the warehouse and logistic industry where Gothenburg port is a big part of 
the country's net exports. Borås, which is located outside of Gothenburg, is a natural 
place for many e-retailers to locate in. This is believed by us to be one of the reasons 
for the more dramatic change in Stockholm within the yield and rent levels. The B2C 
is increasing more than B2B which also can be an indicator of the more radical 
change in Stockholm and that retailers sees Stockholm as a place were more 
customers live. 
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7.4 Transaction 
From Datscha a trend prediction was made based on previous transaction prices. 
This shows that the transaction prices will continue to increase, see figure 14 in 
chapter 5.3. The reason for the increase could be linked to the increase in demand, 
e-commerce and tenant fitting-outs. Furthermore, it could be another result of the 
hype within the sector. The slow increase in transaction prices the last nine years 
that can be visualized in figure 14 leads to the opinions that this might not be just a 
hype. Continuing, the transaction prices seems to increase in the future which the 
interviewees agrees with, as well the decreasing yields. Furthermore, reports states 
that the reason for the low number of transactions is the high amount of new 
constructions that is ongoing or newly established. It is more profitable to build new 
warehouses, which decreases the number of transactions possible to study. The 
interview results further states that the logistic and warehouse market are highly 
demanded by investors. Moreover, some properties sold today, would never have 
been of interest 10 years ago, which indicates an increase in demand. Another factor 
that drives up the interest from international investors is the low Swedish currency.  

7.5 Trend and predictions 
All reports within the literature review sees a bright future for this segment and they 
believe new constructions will be developed and the demand will continue to 
increase in the future. Also, the rent and yield levels will follow a similar pattern. 
From the interviewees, a conclusion can be made that they believe in a continuing 
increasing demand within the segment – higher transaction prices and lower yields. 
The segment will also develop and find creative solutions for properties to meet the 
new demand. Satellite warehouses, converting properties, closeness to city etc. are a 
few of the new solutions too met the change in consumer behavior. 
 
To further study the future and trend on the warehouse and logistic market the 
situation in China can be viewed and studied. As mentioned, China is one of the 
fastest growing countries regarding the expansion of e-commerce and the 
development within the property segment. The fair “Logistik Trender 2019” (2019) 
held in Helsingborg was attended. During presentations a significant focus was on 
the Asian market, also how China’s e-commerce industry works now and will in the 
future. They described the demand for e-commerce where 50 billion packages were 
delivered in China 2018. The average amount for each package is 50 SEK and all 
these small packages drives up the volume growth. 
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This trend is tentatively reaching Sweden in the future and China has lead the way. 
There are many different logistic companies in China, and they want to work together 
to try to reduce costs. Furthermore, they think AI and automated warehouses is the 
future for this segment. 
 
For the Swedish market, the CEO for Svensk Digital Handel, expresses that there is 
a package increase of 15% per year. Continuing, Fastighetsägarna highlights the 
importance of working together to solve the logistic growth due to the expanding e-
commerce. A platform is suggested were property owners can work together to find 
a solution (2019) 

7.6 E-commerce, a factor that influence the warehouse and logistic 
property segment? 

The literature study shows that in 2018, e-commerce companies was accounted for 
more than 40% of the total amount of warehouse and logistic space. The other large 
group is the logistic companies such as, PostNord, Schenker and DHL. This is a 
record high share for e-commerce players which is an indicator that e-commerce is 
a factor of the increasing rents, transaction prices, new developments and the 
decreasing yield. Reports and experts on consultant firms are claiming that there is 
a connection due to the new developments owned or developed by retailers and 
logistic companies. Furthermore, the report from Savills also states the connection 
to the growing e-commerce based on the increase in new construction within the 
segment. It was hard to confirm this by the methods within this study which is why 
there is an uncertainty in this connection. 
  
An actual consequence of e-commerce is the demand for modern warehouses and 
automated solutions, which has increased. This will with certainly impose 
requirements on the design of facilities and lead to increased investment levels in the 
constructions going forward. Furthermore, the result show that within the larger e-
commerce companies there is incentives to own their own premises or construct new 
properties together with a property owner, rather than leasing an existing one. The 
increasing demand for flexible warehouses could also be influenced by the e-
commerce because of the fast-growing market and continuing development. 
Automated warehouses and logistic properties are demanded by e-commerce 
tenants to increase their efficiency of packaging goods by robots. These installations 
are expensive which then drives up rent levels and transaction prices.  
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From the interviews and survey the increased need for specializing, automation and 
other tenant specific requirements within the warehouses is needed as a result of e-
commerce. Furthermore, the increasing B2C, which means a need for processing 
many small packages that e-commerce consumers create. Some warehouses that are 
built to handle the B2B now have an increase in B2C, it is specifically those who is 
referred to when discussing the need for tenant fitting-outs or new developments.  
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8 Conclusion 
In this last chapter, a conclusion is conducted from analyzing the collected findings. 
Suggestions for further studies is presented.  
 
 
From this study, it can be concluded that the increase in e-commerce has effected 
the warehouse and logistic property market. The e-retailers require more flexible 
properties with higher automation which generates more extensive tenant fitting-
outs, with higher rents as a result. This also drives up the number of new 
constructions since the existing properties often does not meet the requirements and 
it is cheaper to construct new properties rather than refurbish old ones. There are 
also indications that the e-commerce has effected the increase in demand for 
warehouse and logistic properties, however it is difficult to prove from this study. 
Although, the big share of e-retailers that occupies the new developments could be 
an indicator that there is a relationship. It can be stated that there is a record low 
yield in this property segment and the interest from investors is high. The trend says 
that this high interest will continue, and the purchasing price will continue to 
increase. It is hard to distinguish the cause of the increasing interest for warehouse 
and logistic properties. In the study two effecting factors were found; e-commerce 
and the low Swedish currency which entices foreign investors. 
 
China is in the frontline when it comes to e-commerce and studies have claimed a 
connection between the expansion of e-commerce and the increase in demand for 
warehouse and logistic space. Regardless if this connection is distinguishable in 
Sweden today, we believe that the expansion of e-commerce will have an effect on 
demand for warehouse and logistic properties and thus generate supply in this 
segment. 
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8.1 Further studies 
Suggestions for further studies has been thoughts and ideas along the way of how the 
study could evolve and be more specific. This thesis has a wide perspective and 
studies a broad market, Stockholm and Gothenburg county. 
 
The next step to study could be to execute a case study where it would be easier to 
prove the connection between the demand for warehouse and logistic property 
market and e-commerce. The study could for example view one specific area in 
Stockholm County or a few specific properties or a specific property owner’s 
portfolio. The different tenants could be investigated from an historical perspective 
to evaluate how the tenant mix has changed over time. Furthermore, the rent 
development can be studied more specifically for these types of properties and 
interviewees could be held with the property owners in that specific area.  
 
Another alternative for further studies is to interview retailer who owns both physical 
and e-commerce stores. This will provide an understanding of the development of 
the need for warehouses and logistic spaces. Also, to study the property types - 
warehouse and logistic, separately could provide a more reliable view of the market 
due to the different usages of these two.  
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10 Appendices 

10.1 Interview questions, Property owners Logistic and Warehouse 
 

1. Hur hög vakansgrad har ni på lager och logistikytor/ Hur ser intresset ut? 
a. Hur har den historiskt sett ut och hur ser ni på framtiden? 

2. Hur har hyresutvecklingen på ert lager och logistikbistånd sett ut? Vad har 
ni för framtidsprognos? 

3. Hur har utvecklingen sett ut de senaste 10 åren på lager- och 
logistikfastigheter? 

a. Kan ni se en ökad efterfrågan? 
b. Vad efterfrågas från era kunder? 
c. Geografiskt sett, var finns efterfrågan? 
d. satellitlager - transportkostnader/lokal 

4. Har ni några pågående utvecklingsprojekt? 
a. Vilka geografiska områden tror ni är lönsamt att bygga/utveckla? 

Varför? 
5. Kan ni se ett samband mellan utvecklingen inom e-handel och utvecklingen 

på lager- och logistikfastighets marknaden? 
6. Vad gör ni för att bemöta den ökande efterfrågan? 
7. Hur ser ni på framtiden inom lager- och logistikfastigheter? 

a. Trender 
b. Investeringsmöjligheter 
c. utveckling, något överraskande, begränsningar, områden som 

behöver utvecklas? 
d. något som gör att det inte utvecklas? 
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10.2 Interview questions, Property owners Retail 
 

1. Hur hög vakansgrad har ni på lager och, Hur ser intresset ut? 
2. Hur har hyresutvecklingen på ert lager sett ut? Vad har ni för 

framtidsprognos? 
3. Hur har utvecklingen sett ut de senaste 10 åren? 

a. Kan ni se en ökad efterfrågan? 
b. Vad efterfrågas? 

4. Hyrorna på lager och logistikytor har ökat de senaste åren 
a. Hur märks det av i ert bestånd? 
b. Har det öppnat upp nya möjligheter? 

 
5. Hur kan man vända e-handels ökning till något positivt? 
6. Hur ser ni på framtiden? 

e. Trender 
f. Omvandla till lager/logistikytor? 
g. Erbjuda E-handlarna utskjutna lagermöjligheter? 
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10.3 Interview questions, E-retailers 
 
Berätta om er lagersituation idag 

1. Hur ser ert behov av lager och logistikytor ut idag? 
a. Har er efterfrågan ökat de senaste åren? 

2. Hur kommer detta att förändras i framtiden? 
3. Vad kommer ni att efterfråga hos en lager/logistikyta? 
4. Geografiskt, var vill ni ha era lager? 

a. Närmare storstäder för att minimera leveranstider? 
b. Utanför städer för att minska kostnader? 

5. Upplever ni att marknaden ger ett tillräckligt utbud av lokaler? 
6. Vilka parametrar utgår ni från vid placering av lager? 
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10.4 Survey Questions 
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10.5 Literature review table 
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Title Demand New 
developments 

Transactions Yield Rent Predictions 
and Trends 

Sweden logistic 
market - 2017 
Report CBRE 

In general, there is 
a lack of modern 
logistic centers. 
The 
supply/demand 
imbalance for 
assets in prime 
locations has led 
to historically low 
vacancy levels for 
core logistics 

 
Record volume of 
Eu 24,6 bn in 
2016 

Prime Yield: 
2007-2009: 
5,8% - 7,5% 
Increase 
2009-2016: 
Decrease 8%-
5,5% 

Prime rent 
SEK/Sqm 
2007: 850 
2009-2015: 900 
2016: 920 

The development 
has stagnated 
due to lack of 
land for new 
development. 

Logistic 
Market Report 
- 2019 
"Logistics is 
the new Black" 
Report Colliers 
International 

Increased demand 
on warehouse and 
logistics premises. 
Especially the 
modern 
 
Strong demand in 
the metropolitan 
areas 
 
Strong demand 
for city near 
smaller logistics 
premises in big 
cities 

28 New 
developments 
2018 (total 565 
000sqm) +10% 
compared to 2017 
 
42% of the total 
new developments 
are in Stockholm 
and Göteborg 
 

Amount of own 
used new 
development is 
decreasing. 
It becomes more 
and more common 
to build logistic 
properties and rent 
out to tenants 

5% of total 
investment 
volume 2018 
8 bil SEK 
30 transactions in 
2018 (40% in the 
bigger cities) 
Average size (10 
000 - 30 000sqm) 
 
Worth noting is 
that foreign 
capital, in 
especially Nordic, 
accounted for 
about 40 percent 
of investments 
with players like 
Prologis, 
Aberdeen and 
Pareto at the head. 

Decreasing. In 
2018 5% 

 
The transaction 
market will 
mainly consist of 
medium-large 
logistic 
properties. 
 
Amount of own 
used new 
development is 
decreasing. It 
becomes more 
and more 
common to build 
logistic 
properties and 
rent out to 
tenants 

Nordic 
Outlook - 
Spring 2019 
Report JLL 

Strong and steady 
interest in logistic 
properties 
 
Demanded from 
mainly 
International but 
also domestic 
investors 

Pipeline 2019-
2020: 96 1000 sqm 

Low amount of 
transactions due 
to the low supply 
and higher 
demand 

Prime Logistic 
yield Q1 2019: 
4,75% in 
Stockholm 

Prime rent Q1 
2019: 
900sek/sqm 
Stockholm 

The strong 
investor appetite 
for logistics is 
predicted to 
continue during 
2019, especially 
international 
 
Overall strong 
rental market 
with low 
vacancy levels. 
 
Increased 
investor appetite 
for modern 
logistics in good 
locations. 

Global real 
estate market 
outlook 2019 - 
Industrial & 
Logistics 
Report CBRE 

Strong and steady 
demand, vacancy 
rate decreased to 
4% in Q4 2018 

    
Rents expected 
to increase 2,5% 
in 2019 
 
Vacancy rate 
remain low 
 
Increase in 
number of 
logistic hubs 
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Global 
industrial & 
logistic prime 
rents 2018 
Report CBRE 

Strong and 
consumer 
requirements for 
speedy service 
have forced 
everyone in the 
retail supply 
chain—
manufacturers, 
suppliers, 
distributors and 
retailers—to carry 
more inventory in 
more locations. 

More city near 
locations 

  
Sweden - 2,8% 
rate of growth 
in Q1 2018 
(compared to 
Q1 2017) 
In Europe - 
rate of growth 
4,3% in Q1 
2018 
(compared to 
Q1 2017) 

Stockholm is the 
5th most 
expensive 
market in the 
whole world 
when it comes to 
warehouse and 
logistic 
properties 

Logistik och 
Fastigheter 
2018 
Croisette (David 
Almqvist, Head 
of transactions) 
Article 

Increasing High level in the 
upcoming years 

 
5% Stockholm, 
Even under 5% 
some 
transactions 

 
Significant lack 
of supply, why it 
is difficult to 
build volume on 
today's market 
unless you also 
supplement with 
your own land 
acquisition to 
conduct own 
development. 
 
Build in flexible 
surfaces in 
parking garage 
that can easily be 
converted for 
future logistics 
needs. 

Market Report 
- Sweden 
Investment 
2018 
Report Savills 

The Swedish 
investment market 
is booming and 
the high demand 
surpasses the 
supply, causing a 
highly 
competitive 
market. 

  
 
5,75% 2015 
5,25 Q1 2018 
--> 0,5% 
decreased 

 
Prime Yields 
remain stable 
 
Investors expects 
to expand their 
geographical 
area in their 
investment 
portfolio 

Logistics 
Property 
Markets 2016 
Report Savills 
World Research 

 
Over 500 000sqm 
in 2015 and 2016 
 
Annual average, 
year 2008-2014 
were 350 000sqm 

 
Prime Logistic 
yield 5,5% in 
2016 

 
Increased 
interest for 
speculative 
developments 
 
In 2016 26% of 
all developments 
where 
speculative 
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